Not only does this proposed legislation waste taxpayers time and money by tying up the court system on frivolous BS, you as the Federal Government should not be hindering small businesses, what this country was built upon. Where do you think you get your paycheck from? Money earned from the backs of small businesses! What happened to freedom, justice, and the pursuit of happiness? Don't give in to "patent trolls" who have nothing to contribute to society to advance their local communities economically.

The "idea" of the Google Play store materialized. Google, as a corporation, now owns that. It would make more sense to bring suit against Google for "using the idea".

After all this madness, Uniloc gained nothing by preying on small businesses like Laminar Research. As a retired veteran having served this country for 20 years, I'm frankly ashamed that there even needs to be discussion to the place we have reached as a country. After all that time away from family and service to the people, this is the country and shenanigan's I can expect as the new normal? What is wrong with you?

Take God out of our country, and all that is left is greed. You can't take it with you. God sees every moment, every thought, every action or inaction. If you choose not to believe, that doesn't mean you will not be held accountable to fair justice when the time comes for the divine Truth. A thief once said he didn't believe in prison, yet there he sits behind bars for his actions.
Let's use some basic common sense, which quite frankly has been waning in recent years. This is supposed to be the best country in the world. I don't want to wind up in prison for protecting my family because of this lawsuit obsessed society we live in. We can't live in the past, so let's make decisions the future will be worth looking forward to.

DOJ- Disciple of Jesus